
EMPLOYEES in the private sector can now have an option of working in an alternative workplace with the use 
of telecommunication or computer technologies with the release by the labor department of the Implementing 
Rules and Regulation (IRR) of the ‘Telecommuting Act.’ 

WORK-FROM-HOME OPTION FOR WORKERS.  Labor and Employment Secretary Silvestre Bello III confers with Management Association of 
the Philippines’ Atty. Emerico de Guzman during the Tripartite Executive Committee meeting, which approved the Implementing Rules and 
Regulations (IRR)  of RA 11165 or Telecommuting Act.’
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TELECOMMUTING NOW 
A WORK OPTION
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AGENCIES

Bicol workers get 
P8M monetary 

claims 
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Denied residence 
permit, OFW gets 
21-month salary  
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THE GOOD NEWS
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OFW Hospital 
to offer free services

Beware of livelihood 
assistance scam P3P2

Self-employed 
SSS members 

covered by ECC 
SELF-EMPLOYED members of the 
Social Security System (SSS) are now 
covered by the benefits and services of the 
Employees’ Compensation Program (ECP), 
Labor Secretary and ECC chairperson 
Silvestre Bello III announced.

 “We recognize that most self-employed 
members of the SSS are also workers who 
need to be protected in time of work-
connected sickness, injuries, or death.  Since 
the creation of the ECC in 1975, the EC 
program has been limited only to workers 
in the formal economy, so it’s high time to 
expand the coverage of the program, for 
after all, they are part of our workforce,” 
Bello said.

 In a report to Bello, ECC Executive 
Director Stella Banawis said that under the 
program, a self-employed member of the 
SSS will receive loss of income benefits, 
medical benefits, carer’s allowance, and 
rehabilitation services, in the event of work-
related sickness or injuries.

 As of March 2018, there are about 
36.3 million workers registered under the 
SSS. About 12.4 percent of the registered 
members of the SSS or 4.5 million are self-
employed workers. On the other hand, the 
2018 PSA Labor Force Survey indicates that 
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EML Labor Day gift 
for Pinay workers, 

families

THIS year’s labor day celebration 
has given Pinay workers and their 
families a lot of reasons to celebrate.  

The  Implementing Rules and 
Regulations of the  Expanded 
Maternity Leave Law or Republic Act 
11210 has  been finalized and is set to 
be signed in a  fitting  ceremony on 
May 1, 2019, the 119th Labor Day.

Under the law, mothers will be 
granted 105 days paid maternity 
leave with an option of adding 30 
days without leave.  Solo mothers 
are entitled to an additional 15 days 
of paid leave.  Mothers also have 
the option of allocating seven days 
to their child’s father regardless 
of marital status.  Mothers who 
have a miscarriage or emergency 
termination will be granted sixty 
days leave will full pay. 

According to Labor and 
Employment Secretary Silvestre 
Bello III, the EML law is retroactive.  
“Women who gave birth after the law 
was enacted last February 20, 2019 
are entitled to its benefits even before 
the IRR is signed”, Bello said.

by Connie C. Gonzales
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safety and health, among others.
“It is very rare in the business 

world that a fundamental 
change in thinking such as the 
work from home scheme, bring 
profound advantages for both 
the employers and workers.  But 
the benefits of Telecommuting 
Law make it clear that both 
employers and workers will fit 
this new law”, Bello added. 

Companies who will adopt 
the telecommuting work 
arrangement must notify 
DOLE’ nearest field office or 
provincial office.  –Gerry S. Rubio

THE ‘work from home’  
scheme will be a management 
prerogative or collective 
bargaining option, as well as 
based on the voluntariness and 
mutual consent of the employer 
and employee, taking into 
account the nature of the work 
to be done.

DOLE made the 
announcement following the 
release of the Implementing 
Rules and Regulations (IRR) of 
the ‘Telecommuting Act’ also 
known as “Work-from-Home 
Law,” which allows employees 

to work in an agreed “alternative 
workplace” and submit 
their deliverables through a 
“telecommuting program.”

Based on the IRR, an 
employee in the private sector 
may offer a telecommuting 
program to its employees on a 
voluntary basis or as a result of 
collective bargaining.

It formalized the option 
for employees to work from 
home subject to terms and 
conditions mutually agreed 
upon between employers and 
workers.  Essentially, this sets 

out the rights and duties of 
employers and employees when 
a telecommuting program is in 
place. 

“For this purpose, 
telecommuting employees shall 
be accorded the same treatment as 
those of comparable employees 
working at the work premises, 
including matters with respect 
to salary, premium payments 
and other monetary benefits, rest 
periods and holidays, workload 
and performance standards, 
access to training and career 
opportunities, security of tenure, 

as well as collective rights 
granted to workers”, Secretary 
Bello said.

To effectively implement the 
telecommuting program, the 
employer and employees shall 
adhere to,  and be guided by 
the mutually agreed policy or 
telecommuting agreement.

The policy includes the 
applicable code of conduct 
and performance evaluation 
and assessment; appropriate 
alternative workplace; use and 
cost of equipment; observance of 
data privacy; and occupational 

RECOGNIZING the important 
role of enterprises in maintaining 
industrial peace, the National 
Conciliation and Mediation Board 
(NCMB)  launched recently 
the search for enterprises with 
outstanding labor-management 
relations and dispute resolution 
mechanisms.

Dubbed “2019 Search for 
Outstanding Labor-Management 
Cooperation for Industrial Peace 
and Outstanding Grievance 
Machinery for Industrial Peace,” the 
search aims to highlight the efficacy 
of Labor-Management Cooperation 
and Grievance Machinery 
mechanisms in the resolution of 

issues and concerns at the company 
level, resulting to improved 
workplace relations, workers’ job 
satisfaction, improved productivity, 
and good business performance.

The search is open to both 
organized and unorganized 
establishments.

Nominees for the Outstanding 
Labor-Management Cooperation 
should be implementing a Labor-
Management Cooperation program 
under its workplace mechanism 
for communication and worker’s 
participation for at least three years.

Meanwhile, nominees for 
the Outstanding Grievance 
Machinery should be implementing 
dispute resolution practices in 
the prevention and settlement of 
disputes or has functional grievance 
machinery for at least three years.

The company must also 
be duly registered with the 
appropriate government agency 
such as Department of Trade and 
Industry, Securities and Exchange 
Commission, etc; and not a party 
to pending labor standards case 
at any DOLE Regional Office or a 
respondent to a pending case at 
NCMB.

Interested companies shall 
submit the accomplished 
Nomination/Application Form, 

Telecommuting now a work option

Stricter rules set for foreign workers 

Beware of livelihood 
assistance scam 

THE government is set to release 
stricter rules in issuing work and 
employment permits to foreign 
nationals opting to work in the 
country.

The joint guidelines being 
crafted by the Department of 
Labor and Employment (DOLE),  
Department of Justice (DOJ), 
Bureau of Immigration (BI),  and 
Bureau of Internal Revenue (BIR)  
is expected to regulate the issuance 
of special work permits (SWP), 
provisional work permits (PWP), 
and alien employment permits 
(AEP).

AEPs issued by DOLE is not an 
exclusive authority for a foreign 
national to work in the Philippines.  
Under the Philippine Constitution 
and laws, there are other permit, 
visa, and authority issued to foreign 
workers by other government 
agencies.

Labor Secretary Silvestre Bello 
III said that as discussed with DOJ, 
BI, and BIR, the  new guidelines will  

THE labor department  warned 
the public against the modus 
of some unscrupulous groups 
and individuals who are asking 
for money in exchange for 
the availment of assistance 
on livelihood and emergency 
employment programs.

Labor Secretary Silvestre 
Bello III issued the warning 
after the department received 
reports of irregularities in the 
implementation of the DOLE 
Integrated Livelihood and 
Emergency Program (DILEEP), 
particularly the collection and 
solicitation of money from 
would-be beneficiaries by using 
DOLE’s Beneficiary Profile.

“Please be advised that the 
DOLE does not authorize any 
individual or group to collect or 
solicit money to avail of assistance 
under the DILEEP. We strongly 
condemn such practice, and 
recommend that the public not 
to respond to such solicitations,” 
Bello said.

He also said that there are no 
membership and transaction fees 
in facilitating the processing of pre 
and post project implementation 
documents under the said 
program.

The labor chief urged the 

public to report any fraudulent 
incidents or any information on 
the unscrupulous individual or 
groups to the nearest regional/
provincial or field office.

DILEEP is a program 
supervised by the Bureau of 
Workers with Special Concerns 
that provides additional income 
and alternative employment 
to the poor, vulnerable and 
marginalized workers. –Abegail 
V. De Vega

clarify,  among others, the work in 
which a foreign national may be 
allowed, the permits required of 
them, and address the overlap in 
the areas of responsibility of the 
concerned agencies and offices 
as regards the issuance of those 
permits.

Under the new rules, a special 
work permit will only be issued 
to foreigners who intend to 
work outside an employment 
arrangement. Those who seek to 
work under such  an arrangement 
are required to obtain an alien 
employment permit (AEP) from the 
DOLE. But pending the issuance of 
an AEP, applicants may work in the 
country if they have a PWP valid 
for six months.

Foreign workers will also be 
required to obtain tax identification 
numbers from the BIR.

Bello said that the new policies 
were created amid concerns about 
the rising number of foreign 
workers in the country.  Some 

sectors he said, had previously 
called out the increasing presence 
of Chinese workers due to 
emerging industries such as the on 
line gaming industry.

Justice Secretary Menardo 
Guevarra  noted that the old system 
did not have restrictions apart 
from the duration, and was prone 
to abuse. “Hence, we agreed to 
tighten the regulations.  The new 
procedures,  however, are simple, 
the process is now quicker, so 
there’s really no excuse for foreign 
nationals to not follow,” Guevarra 
said.

For his part,  Bello said that he 
agreed to tighten the regulations to 
ensure that jobs which can be done 
by Filipinos will not be given to 
foreign workers.  “An AEP is only 
issued if no Filipino is available 
to perform the work which the 
foreign applicant seeks to discharge 
and based on the labor market test 
applied by DOLE”,   Bello added. 
–Paul R. Ang / Connie C. Gonzales

2019 SEARCH FOR OUTSTANDING LMC FOR 
INDUSTRIAL PEACE. Labor Assistant Secretary 
Benjo Santos Benavidez delivers the message 
of Labor Secretary Silvestre Bello III, during the 
launching of this year’s Search for Outstanding 
Labor Management Cooperation (LMC) at the 
Hotel Jen, Pasay City. 

JOINT GUIDELINES ON THE ISSUANCE OF WORK AND EMPLOYMENT PERMIT TO FOREIGN 
NATIONALS. Labor and Employment Secretary Silvestre Bello III (Left) and Justice Secretary 
Menardo Guevarra during a meeting  on  the crafting of a Joint Guidelines on  the issuance of work 
and employment permits to aliens opting to work in the country, held at the DOLE Conference 
Room, Intramuros, Manila.
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by Althea Louise D. Majan

Recognition for industrial peace up
together with the supporting 
documentary requirements, to the 
nearest Regional Conciliation and 
Mediation Branch on or before May 
23, 2019, for the Labor-Management 
Cooperation category and on 
or before April 30, 2019, for the 
Grievance Machinery category.

Nominees for Outstanding 
Labor-Management Cooperation 
will be judged based on the 
organization of the Labor-
Management Cooperation, strategic 
partnership, and corporate viability.

 For those in the Outstanding 
Grievance Machinery, meanwhile, 
they will be judged based on their 
management policy, commitment 
and employees’ support to the 
grievance management system, 
grievance management procedure, 
skills and motivations of parties, 
and effectiveness of outcomes.

The national finalists and 
awardees will be recognized at the 
12th National LMC Convention to 
be held in November 2019.

The Search for Outstanding 
Grievance Machinery, which 
was previously called Search for 
Best Enterprise-Based Dispute 
Resolution Practices, started in 2013; 
while the Search for Outstanding 
LMC for Industrial Peace started in 
1998.
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THE labor department will 
unveil another gift of the 
Duterte administration to 
overseas Filipino workers on 
May 1, Labor Day, with the 
groundbreaking of a hospital 
in San Fernando, Pampanga, 
which will provide free 
services to OFWs.

Labor Undersecretary Ana 
Dione said the establishment 
of the hospital and diagnostics 
center for workers is an 
initiative of Secretary Silvestre 
Bello III meant to provide 
various free services for 
migrant workers, as well as 
their families and dependents, 
in grateful recognition of their 
contribution to the growth of 
the economy.
 “This is the concept of 
Secretary Bello. The launch 
and groundbreaking of this 
hospital is on May 1. This will 
provide our OFWs and their 
dependents free hospital and 
other medical services,” Dione 
said.

The hospital can provide 
free laboratory exam and the 
required medical certificates 

for those qualified workers, she 
added.

 “The hospital will be 
exclusively for OFWs and 
their dependents. The plan 
is to provide them with free 
services when securing their 
medical certificates, covering 
laboratory exams and other 
basic requirements for their 
overseas deployment. We hope 
that this will also be honored by 
the host countries so we expect 
a quite extensive negotiation 
on this,” Dione added.

The hospital will be 
financed by donations and 
the Overseas Workers Welfare 
Administration (OWWA), 
with support from the 
Department of Health (DOH) 
and the Philippine Amusement 
and Gaming Corporation 
(PAGCOR). 

The construction is expected 
to be completed in one and a 
half to two years, following the 
requisite documentation. The 
property where the hospital 
will rise is a donation from 
the provincial government of 
Pampanga.–Paul R. Ang

OFW Hospital 
to offer free services

Students, 
OSY ready 
for Summer 
Jobs       
A total of  12,090 students and out-
of-school youth  (OSY) across the 
country have started  to work for 
the first quarter of FY 2019 under 
the DOLE’s  Special Program for 
Employment of Students’ (SPES).  

Leading the league  is DOLE 
Regional Office (RO) 3  with   a 
total of 4,794 beneficiaries, 
followed by DOLE ROs 7 and 
NCR, having assisted and placed 
3,589 and 2,061 students and OSY, 
respectively. DOLE RO 11 had 
also a remarkable first quarter 
with  1,018 beneficiaries assisted.

The program has partnered 
with 92 establishments from 
January to April 2019, 69.27 
percent of which comprised vastly 
of local government units (LGUs), 
while 37.73 percent are from the 
private sector. 

Labor Secretary Silvestre 
Bello III said that SPES is the 
most awaited DOLE program 
among the youth and has to 
its credit, a number of  success 
stories  showcasing the impact 
of government programs and 
services to the lives of Filipinos.  

“Even before the official 
summer break started, the DOLE 
ROs and the implementing 
partners of SPES have been 
priming for the huge demand 
from the students and OSY who 
are keen on joining the program”, 
Bello said.

Under the program, students 
and out-of-school youth are 
deployed to various LGUs and 
private companies where they 
were engaged to work for  20, 
30 or 78 days, depending on the 
needs and the capacity of their  
employers.

SPES beneficiaries receive the 
applicable minimum wage, sixty 
percent of which is shouldered 
by the partner employers, while 

of Education; How to Start a 
Business by the Department 
of Trade and Industry; and 
skills demonstration by the 
Technical Education and Skills 
Development Authority, which  
will also raffle off 100 training 
scholarships. The National 
Reintegration Center for OFWs 
and Bureau of Workers with 
Special Concerns will conduct a 
livelihood seminar for interested 
jobseekers, while the Philippine 
Overseas Employment 
Administration will hold  a Pre-
Employment Orientation, with 
Pag-IBIG Fund  which will be 
providing information on the 
fund’s benefits.

At the groundbreaking, 
OWWA  will award  livelihood 
packages worth P20,000 each 
to 100 OFWs under OWWA’s 
Balik Pinas, Balik Hanapbuhay 
program.

SIMULTANEOUS job and 
business fair in 29 sites across 
the country  will mark  the 
nationwide observance of 
the 117th  Labor Day with 
the theme “Pagpupugay sa 
Manggagawang Pilipino”. 

Among the highlights of the 
May 1 festivities will be  the 
groundbreaking of the first-ever 
OFW hospital in San Fernando, 
Pampanga, “to showcase 
the Duterte administration’s 
grateful recognition of our 
overseas Filipino workers and 
the Filipino workingmen in 
general.”

Initially, the Bureau of Local 
Employment placed at more 
than 1,500 the participating 
employers who will bring  with 
them over 200,000 local and 
overseas jobs in the massive 

Trabaho, Negosyo, Kabuhayan 
(TNK) and Build Build Build 
job and business caravan.

The main site for the planned  
TNK-BBB job and business fair 
will be at the Kingsborough 
International Convention 
Center in San Fernando, 
Pampanga where around  150 
employers (130 local and 20 
overseas placement agencies)  
have  offered vacancies. 
Available jobs locally are mostly 
in the field of construction 
under the government’s Build 
Build Build program, while 
skilled professionals, including 
English teachers for Thailand,  
will be  offered  for overseas 
placement.

Also at the same site,  
simultaneous learning sessions 
will be held  on topics such as 
the Philippine Qualifications 
Framework by the Department 

Highlights of the 117th Labor Day Celebration
by Althea Louise D. Majan

BRIEFING ON 2019 LABOR DAY ACTIVITIES.  Labor Secretary Silvestre Bello III briefs the media  
on the activities on Labor Day at the DOLE Conference Room, Intramuros, Manila on April 22, 
2019.  He is joined by Undersecretaries Renalto Ebarle and Ana Dione, Assistant Secretary Benjo 
Benavidez, and Bureau of Local Employment (BLE) Director Dominique Tutay. 
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the remaining forty percent is 
paid by DOLE.  Beneficiaries 
working either in the government 
or private companies are also 
entitled to one-year   insurance 
coverage. 

“The program seeks to give 
young people ages 15 to 30 years 
old, access to a meaningful; paid 
work experience that promotes 
self-efficacy, allows them to 
caring their elders,  and offers 
the opportunity to build the 
transferable skills required to 
secure   permanent  employment, 

in the long run”,  Bello added.
Mandated by Republic Act 

10917, SPES is an employment-
bridging program which aims to 
provide temporary employment 
to poor students and out-of-
school youth and dependents of 
displaced or would-be displaced 
workers, during summer and/or 
Christmas vacation to augment 
the family’s income and to help 
ensure that beneficiaries are able 
to pursue their education.  –Connie 
C. Gonzales with reports from Aiko 
Legacion
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“Productivity should always be doing 
the right thing right the first time to 
avoid wastage.  If there is productivity 
in your company, you could minimize 
operational cost and maximize the use 
of resources.  There will be an increase 

in  income and profitability 
and opportunities for 
expansion and growth.  
Workers could get higher 

wages and improved 
benefits.” 

Maria Teresita 
L. Cancio
OIC-Executive Director 
National Conciliation 
and Mediation Board 

UNIONIZED companies with 
expired collective bargaining 
agreements (CBA) were trained 
by the National Conciliation and 
Mediation Board (NCMB) on 
approaches in incentives, benefits, 
and wage determination.

Organized for the third time, 
the training also strengthened 
the promotion of productivity 
program and enhanced the labor-
management relations.

NCMB OIC-Executive Director 
Maria Teresita Cancio urged the 
management and the workers to 
work together to achieve company 
efficiency. 

Productivity in the company, 
she emphasized, could minimize 
operational cost, while on the 
workers’ side, they could get higher 
wages and improved benefits.” OIC-
ED Cancio told the participants.

She added that good leadership, 
workers’ motivation through 
recognition and reward, as well as 
empowerment and transparency 

are likewise crucial in attaining 
productivity which is both the 
responsibility of workers and 
management.

NCMB Internal Service Director 
Maria Cristina Mangaliman,  on 
the other hand,  emphasized 
the importance of performance 
evaluation which is getting work 
done most efficiently and effectively.

Renato Mapili, Vice-President for 
Organization and Human Resources 
and Business Development of 
Philtranco, discussed the commonly 
used approaches in wage increase 
determination, factors to consider in 
determining salary increases, CBA 
framework on economic provisions, 
and standards or measures of 
success.

“It is important for you as 
workers to be familiar with your 
rights, but you should know your 
responsibilities.  Management, on 
the other hand, have prerogatives to 
be considered but be aware of your 
obligations,” Mapili reminded the 

participants.
OIC Board Secretary Kenneth 

Liza of Regional Tripartite Wages 
and Productivity Board III, City 
of San Fernando, Pampanga, 
discussed Productivity Performance 
and Remuneration, particularly, 
the process of issuing Wage 
Order; issues on minimum wage 
system, two-tiered wage system, 
and productivity-based incentive 
scheme. –Ma. Girlie D. Layug

MORE than 200 volunteer labor 
inspectors from labor, management, 
and professional organization sectors 
have been given general authority 
by Labor Secretary Silvestre Bello 
III to inspect establishments in 
regions with a large concentration of 
industries.

In an Administrative Order, Bello 
deputized 237 inspectors whose 
authority took effect on March 27 and 
will be valid until December 31. They 
will help augment DOLE’s inspection 
teams in the strict enforcement of 
labor laws in various establishments 
in the National Capital Region, 
Cordillera Administrative Region, 
Ilocos, Cagayan Valley, Central 
Luzon, Calabarzon, Bicol, Western 
Visayas, Central Visayas, Eastern 
Visayas, Zamboanga Peninsula, 
Northern Mindanao, Davao, 
Socsksargen, and Caraga.

As provided in the order, the 
volunteer inspectors may interview 
workers in the presence of DOLE 
compliance officers and employers’ 
representatives, review employment 
records and attend mandatory 
conferences of the assessed 

establishments.
The volunteer inspectors are 

under the direct supervision and 
control of DOLE regional directors.

The deployment of volunteer 
inspectors coming from DOLE’s 
social partners is one of the 
strategies implemented by the labor 
department to assess about the 
900,000 establishments’ compliance 
with general labor standards and 
occupational safety and health.

Deputized inspectors come from 

Unions urged to strengthen CBAs
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WITH the signing of the 
Implementing Rules and 
Regulations (IRR) of Republic Act 
10968 or an Act Institutionalizing 
the Philippine Qualifications 
Framework (PQF) last April 2, its  
all systems go for the adoption 
of a national standards reference 
system for qualifications earned 
by students and workers educated 
and trained in the Philippines.

Labor Secretary Silvestre 
Bello III said that RA 10968 
is in response to the major 
demographic shifts brought 
about by the Fourth Industrial 
Revolution and other economic 
policies across the globe. It is a 
quality-assured national system 
for the development, recognition, 
and award of qualifications based 
on standards of knowledge, skills, 
and values acquired in different 
ways and methods by students 
and workers of the country.  

PQF to bolster productivity,  
competiveness of  Filipino workers

More volunteer labor inspectors deployed 

DEPUTIZED LABOR INSPECTORS.  Trained volunteer labor inspectors come from qualified 
members of legitimate labor organizations, labor associations, appointed locals, national 
union or federation, accredited integrated professional organization, NGOs, and employer’s 
organization.
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qualified members of legitimate labor 
organizations, labor associations, 
chartered locals, national union or 
federation, accredited integrated 
professional organization/accredited 
professional organization, non-
government organization, and 
employer’s organization.

The deputized inspectors are 
supervised by labor inspector and 
function on a voluntary basis, thus 
will not be paid for their services.

To be a deputized inspector, 

one must undergo comprehensive 
training on general labor standards 
and occupational safety and health 
and earn certification from DOLE.

In the Administrative Order, 
Bello directed the regional directors 
to issue the corresponding 
authority to assess or inspect target 
establishments and workplaces.

The DOLE regional offices submit 
a quarterly report of inspection 
activities to the Bureau of Working 
Conditions that were participated 
in by deputized DOLE volunteer 
inspectors. –Gerry S. Rubio

PQF is a collaborative program 
of the national government 
agencies comprising PQF’s 
National Coordinating Council 
(NCC) such as the  Department of 
Labor and Employment (DOLE), 
Department of Education (DepEd), 
Commission on Higher Education 
(CHED), Professional Regulation 
Commission (PRC), and Technical 
Education and Skills Development 
Authority (TESDA).

Its objective is to establish a 
national standards and levels 
of qualifications to assist and 
support academic and worker 
mobility and to address job and 
skills mismatch that will allow 
students and workers to move 
easily and readily between the 
different education and training 
sectors within various fields and 
the labor market. 

“It is a national policy for 
employers, workers, teachers and 

students, parents and governments 
who wish to understand Philippine 
qualifications and compare 
them with other countries. 
PQF is expected to reshape the  
educational system, the skills and 
training competencies, mobility,  
and job-readiness of workers,” 
Bello said.

The implementation of the 
PQF shall enhance workers’ 
employability by ensuring that 
their qualifications are relevant 
to perceived social and economic 
needs.   In addition, the national 
qualifications framework supports 
the national and international 
mobility of workers as it 
strengthens proper recognition 
of the value and comparability 
of skills and qualifications of 
Overseas Filipino Workers (OFWs).
–Connie C. Gonzales

11.07 million or 26.9 percent of the 
total working population of the 
country are self-employed without 
any paid employee.

 To be covered under the EC 
program, self-employed workers 
shall register for SSS membership at 
the nearest SSS branch. Their coverage 
under the program will start as soon 
as they pay their first EC contribution.

 The amount of contribution that 
they will pay will depend on the 
corresponding monthly salary credit 
of the amount of earnings that they 
will declare at the time of registration. 
Self-employed members will pay P10 
per month if they have a monthly 
salary credit (MSC) of P14,500 or 
below, and P30 per month if they 
have a MSC of P15,000 and above.

 Self-employed members may 
avail of simultaneous benefits under 
the EC program and the SSS for the 
same contingency, provided that they 
are qualified to get the benefits under 
each program.

 “With this development, the ECC 
will be able to serve more Filipino 
workers,” Banawis said. –ECC 

from page 1

Self-employed SSS 
members covered 
by ECC . . .
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ONE hundred twenty-eight  
newly arrived household 
service workers attended 
the monthly post arrival 
orientation seminar (PAOS) 
held at the Philippine 
Embassy in Kuala Lumpur, 
Malaysia.  

The Philippine Overseas 
Labor Office (POLO) of 
the Embassy, assisted by 
the Asosasyon ng mga 
Makabayang Manggagawang 
Pilipino Overseas (Malaysia) 
– (AMMPO-SENTRO), 
spearheaded the event.

A mandatory requirement 
to every household service 

MORE Filipino English 
teachers will soon have the 
opportunity of working in 
Thailand with the advance 
of bilateral talks between the 
DOLE and the Thai Ministry of 
Employment.

Labor Secretary Silvestre 
Bello III said an agreement 
governing the deployment 
of English teachers may be 
signed  soon  to meet Thailand’s 
requirement under its “English 
for All”  Project in the area of 
Eastern Economic Corridor 
(EEC).

“Filipino teachers are the 
preferred nationals needed by 
the government of Thailand 
because of their excellent 
English proficiency and 
competence,” Bello said.

Under the proposed 
agreement, Filipino teachers 
will be hired by the Thailand’s 
Ministry of Education to 
teach students in primary and 
secondary levels in government 
schools.

The labor chief also disclosed 
that Filipino teachers who will 
be hired under the program 
will receive 25,000 baht per 
month or P45,000, inclusive 
of housing allowance. The 
other benefits include personal 
accident insurance and round 
trip airfare and work permit 
fees which will be shouldered 
by the government of Thailand.

Aside from English teachers, 
Thailand is also opening 
job opportunities to foreign 
professionals in the field of 
engineering, architecture, 
medicine, accounting and 
dental medicine.

To date, there are 16,704 
overseas Filipino workers in 
Thailand, of which 11,848 are 
professionals, mostly composed 
of teachers, musicians and other 
professional expats working 
in multinational companies. 
–Abegail De Vega

worker who just arrived 
in Malaysia, PAOS aims 
to provide them with 
information on rights, 
privileges and responsibilities 
which are relevant to their 
conditions   of work and stay 
in Malaysia.  

This briefing and dialogue 
activity with newly-arrived 
household service workers 
is a regular activity of POLO 
being conducted every last 
Sunday of the month.

The topics discussed 
were Malaysian culture and 
multi-ethnic communities, 
Malaysian immigration and 

labor laws, OFW Code of 
Discipline, OFW’s coping 
mechanism and OWWA 
programs and services.

Prior to the conclusion of 
the activity, an open forum 
was afforded to worker-
participants for any issue and 
concern, particularly on the 
provisions of the employment 
contract and on the working 
and living conditions.  Other 
attached agencies of the 
mission likewise provided 
their programs and services. 
–POLO Malaysia 

PAOS for HSWs in Malaysia  

Jobs await 
Pinoy teachers 
in Thailand

• OVERSEAS •

POST ARRIVAL ORIENTATION SEMINAR (PAOS).  The Philippine Overseas Labor Office 
(POLO) in Malaysia assisted by the Makabayang Manggagawang Pilipino Overseas (AMMPO-
SENTRO) in Malaysia regularly conduct the mandatory PAOS to every household service 
worker who just arrived in Malaysia to provide them with information of rights, privileges 
and responsibilities which are relevant to their conditions of work and stay in Malaysia.

EXTENDED AID ON REPATRIATED SEAFARERS AND FAMILIES. Labor Secretary Silvestre Bello III assures Arturo Taleno (left), who is among 
the repatriated seafarers from Libya, of assistance.  Taleno and other repatriated seafarers were accompanied by their families in thanking 
Bello for the government’s help in bringing them back home. Also in photo is OWWA Administrator Hans Leo Cacdac.

photo by Jomar Lagmay

THE labor department has 
assured the seven Filipino 
seafarers who were recently 
repatriated from Libya of 
sustained assistance, including 
making representation with 
their manning agency for the 
payment of their unclaimed 
wages and benefits. 

Apart from financial and 
livelihood aid, Labor Secretary 
Silvestre Bello III said that 
DOLE will extend necessary 
assistance to the seafarers and 
their families to help them start 
anew.
“We will coordinate with the 
manning agency to hasten 
the payment of their unpaid 
wages on-board and your 
other monetary benefits. The 
Overseas Workers Welfare 
Administration is also ready 
to provide extended assistance 
for their reintegration through 
livelihood assistance and skills 
training,” Bello said.

During a visit at DOLE, ship 
captain Arturo Taleño thanked 
Secretary Bello for  providing 
them the necessary assistance 
to get back on track.  

While waiting for 
their money claims, Bello 
meanwhile encouraged the 

Assistance for repatriated 
seafarers from  Libya  sustained

Probe of abused OFW 
in Jeddah ordered

THE labor department 
has vowed to prosecute the 
employers, as well as run after 
the recruitment agencies who 
deceived some overseas Filipino 
jobseekers while one was 
allegedly raped by her agency 
representative in Jeddah.

 Labor Secretary Silvestre 
Bello III directed the Philippine 
Overseas Employment 
Administration (POEA) to 
investigate the report submitted 
by the Philippine Overseas Labor 
Office (POLO) Jeddah Labor 
Attache Nasser Munder, as well 
as the involvement of some 

recruitment agencies.
 In a report to Bello, Munder 

said four household service 
workers were forced to work 
for more than 10 hours in 
different households and render 
another two hours of duty at the 
household of their employer.        
         They were identified as Samra 
Musa Lidasan, Lyn Silongan 
Sali, Norhen Gayo Sarat, and 
Noraima Mamadra Bandara.

 They hold legitimate Iqama, 
but were compelled to work as 
cleaners.

 The four ran away from their 
employer and sought refuge at 

the Migrant Workers and Other 
Overseas Filipinos Resource 
Center (MWOFRC) in Jeddah on 
March 1, 2019.

 Munder also reported an 
alleged rape case involving a 
22-year old OFW only identified 
as ‘Saida’ by her agency 
representative on December 28, 
2018. 

 The victim is staying at Bahay 
Kalinga while the case is being 
handled by the Assistance to 
Nationals Section of PCG Jeddah.

 Both cases involved their 
Saudi Recruitment Agency (SRA) 
Madar Al Kharj Recruitment 

Agency, and Philippine 
Recruitment Agency (PRA) 
Iemploy Manpower Services Inc.

 Munder has recommended 
the suspension and cancellation 
of the licenses of the concerned 
recruitment agencies.

 Bello meantime directed the 
POEA to immediately report 
the developments and results 
of the investigation to authorize 
appropriate sanctions on both 
recruitment agencies.

 The OFWs were also assured 
by the labor chief of the necessary 
assistance from POLO and 
POEA. –Paul R. Ang

repatriated seafarers to avail of 
the reintegration programs of 
OWWA, such as the Balik-Pinas! 
Balik-Hanapbuhay! Program, 
Enterprise Development and 
Loan Program, and educational 
scholarships for their children.

The said seafarers were 

detained in Libya in 2017 for 
alleged fuel smuggling and later 
acquitted by the Libyan High 
Court on February 28. They 
returned home on March 12 
through the close coordination 
among government agencies. –
Abegail V. De Vega

photo by ILAB
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LGU, PESO officials trained on LMI, AEP rules

Kin of OFW  killed 
in NLEX mishap 
receives OWWA aid

Mark Daniel, an incoming grade 
6 student, under the Education 
Livelihood Assistance Program 
(ELAP) of OWWA.

Aside from cash assistance 
given by OWWA, the family also 
received Php 1,000,000.00 from 
First Personnel Services Inc., 
Flores’s local recruitment agency, 
from the late OFW’s insurance 
benefit from the agency.  

The family expressed their 
gratitude to the assistance 
and livelihood given to them. 
“Maraming salamat po sa 
tulong na binigay ng OWWA. 
Mapapaayos na namin ang bahay 
namin, bilin kasi ni Mila na 
ipaayos namin ‘yun para sa mga 
anak niya,” the mother said.

Flores’ partner said he would 
do his best to raise their five sons 
well. “Sabi ni Mila huwag ko 
sila pabayaan. Papalaguin ko po 
yung pangkabuhayan na ibibigay 
ng OWWA para sa pag-aaral ng 
mga bata dahil ‘yun po ang rason 
kung bakit siya nag-abroad, para 
sa mga anak namin.”

Flores was laid to rest last 
April 10, 2019,  at Pozorrubio, 
Pangasinan- OWWA

THE Department of Labor 
and Employment (DOLE) and 
Overseas Workers Welfare 
Administration (OWWA) 
extended immediate assistance to 
the family of Mila Cabrera Flores, 
one of the five OFWs who died in 
the road accident at North Luzon 
Expressway on March 23, 2019.

Flores left five sons with 
partner Roberto Fernandez 
Andaya, a hollow block maker, 
and parents Anacleto and 
Josefina, in grief. 

Prior to her death, Flores was 
all braced up for overseas work 
again despite her unfortunate 
employment in Kuwait in 2016 to 
give her children a good future. 

OFW Flores’ dreams for her 
children – aged 11, 10, 8, 4 and 
1 year 7 months – would still be 
possible through OWWA’s social 
benefits package awarded by 
Labor and Employment Secretary 
Silvestre Bello III and OWWA 
Administrator Hans Leo Cacdac 
to her family. This includes 
death insurance amounting to 
Php 200,000.00, Php 20,000.00 
burial assistance, livelihood 
assistance worth Php 15,000.00, 
and scholarship for eldest son 

THE Bureau of Local 
Employment (BLE), in 
cooperation with the DOLE 
Regional Office (RO) 3 conducted 
its first capacity development 
training for FY 2019.  

The  training specifically 
focused on basic employment 
services, labor market information 
(LMI), and the guidelines on the 
issuance of  Alien Employment 
Permit (AEP).

Ninety  participants attended 
the three-day training cum 
workshop activity at Royce Hotel 
in Pampanga.  Sixty-two  are from 
the DOLE Regional Offices and 

twenty-eight are selected LGU 
Local Chief Executives (LCEs) and 
Managers of Public Employment 
Service Offices (PESO).

The learning session is  
DOLE’s reiteration of  its pledge 
to intensify further the efficient, 
accessible and responsive 
employment facilitation services 
of the government to push back 
job and skills mismatch in local 
communities. 

Local chief executives are 
urged to support PESOs by 
institutionalizing them in their 
localities. This will  enable PESOs 
to continue playing their frontline 

roles as employment facilitators 
and work hand-in-hand with 
DOLE in the conduct of the LGUs 
core employment programs and 
services.

BLE regularly conducts 
capacity development training 
for DOLE ROs and LGU PESOs   
to apprise them on their roles 
as frontline actors not only in 
employment facilitation services, 
but also in livelihood and 
manpower development, training, 
skills registry updating and 
maintenance, and labor market 
information dissemination.

Employment facilitation 
services provided by PESOs like 
job fairs, play a crucial role in 
and maintaining job vacancies, 
coordinating and soliciting 
employment opportunities,  and 
providing recruitment assistance 
and enhancement training to 
boost employability of people in 
local communities.

BLE Director Dominique 
Tutay hopes that   the capacity 

development training  will 
continue to thread a path towards 
promoting and ensuring quality 
policy implementation on  
employment facilitation service 

most especially in far-flung areas 
that will be reached by DOLE 
Regional implementers with the 
assistance of  LGU stakeholders. 
–Chester Mulato/ Connie C. Gonzales

• AGENCIES •

ORIENTATION CUM WORKSHOP ON BASIC EMPLOYMENT SERVICES.  Bureau of Local 
Employment (BLE) conducted its first capacity development training for FY 2019 on basic 
employment services including rules on the issuance of alien employment permit (AEP) at 
Royce Hotel, San Fernando Pampanga on April 1-3, 2019.

photo by Chester Mulato

IN order to capacitate and 
upgrade the skills of NLRC 
personnel to effectively and 
efficiently perform the agency’s 
mandate in resolving labor 
disputes, the NLRC conducted 
back-to-back trainings for 
newly appointed Officials and 
Employees on Conciliation-
Mediation and Computation of 
Judgment Award. 

NLRC Chairman Gerardo 
Nograles said the training 
workshop aims to prepare 
and upgrade the capability of 
130 newly appointed Labor 
Arbiters, Labor Arbitration 
Associates,  and other support 
staff while they perform 
their duties, contributing 
to NLRC’s organization 
efficiency in resolving labor 
disputes particularly  through the process of conciliation-

mediation and mandatory 
conference or Single Entry 
Approach (SEnA).

“Highly-competent NLRC 
Officials and Employees 
greatly contribute to the quality 
of our service given to clients 
especially to the aggrieved 
workers through fairness and 
justice.” Nograles said.  

Participants who had 
undergone the SEnA training 
will thereafter be designated as 
SEnA Conciliator-Mediators of 
NCR Arbitration Branch. 

On the other hand, the 
Training-Workshop on 
Computation of Judgment 
Award, is intended to enhance 
the skills of Labor Arbiters and 
Labor Arbitration Associates 
to more precisely compute 
Judgment Awards manually 
and through the use of 
technology.

Lawyers update mediation skills,  
judgement award 

At present, the Commission 
has 156 SEnA Conciliator-
Mediators who assist 
requesting parties and 
respondents to resolve labor 
disputes and achieve mutually 
beneficial outcomes which meet 
their underlying needs and 
concerns, without resorting to 
compulsory arbitration.

In 2018, the NLRC received 
a total of 39,390 Requests for 
Assistance (RFAs), of which 
89% of which had been resolved 
by going through SEnA. 

The NLRC is a quasi-judicial 
agency tasked to resolve 
labor and disputes including 
termination disputes, unfair 
labor practice, money claims, 
and other disputes arising 
from employee-employer 
relationship through 
compulsory arbitration and 
alternative modes of dispute 
resolution. – KMS Bautista

OWWA Assistance. Secretary Silvestre Bello III hands over financial assistance to one of the kins of the five OFWs who died in the road  
accident at the NLEX, as OWWA Administrator Hans Leo Cacdac and Overseas Recruitment  Agency representatives look on.

photo by Alejandro Echavez

BACK-TO-BACK TRAINING. National Labor Relations Commission (NLRC) conducts 
training for Labor Arbiters and Labor Arbitration Associates on Conciliation-Mediation and 
Computation of Judgment Award at the NLRC Conference Room, Banawe, Quezon City. 

photo by KM Bautista
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• THE REGIONS •

GENERAL SANTOS CITY -The 
Occupational Safety and Health 
Center (OSHC) of the Department 
of Labor and Employment held  a 
public information campaign for 
its Vision 1 Million: Be an OSH 
Champion and Gawad Kaligtasan 
at Kalusugan  (GKK) at the Family 
Country Hotel & Convention 
Center, in General Santos City.

DOLE 12 Regional Director 
Sisinio Cano welcomed the 
participants and thanked the 
OSHC for its advocacy campaign 
in the region.  

“I would like to encourage 
the participants to share to their 
respective workplaces what was 
learned in this info campaign 
in order to reach more safety 
and health advocates so that the 
safety and health programs in 
your workplaces will be further 
strengthened.”

Diana Romero, information 
officer, from the Training and 
Public Information Division of the 
OSHC, discussed briefly the top 
noted OSH violations that includes 
non-registration of establishments 
with DOLE, inadequacy of first-

CAMARINES SUR –Some 471 
workers in the Bicol region were 
able to claim their monetary 
benefits in the amount of 
P8,009, 034 in the first quarter 
of 2019 through the assistance 
of the Department of Labor and 
Employment (DOLE) Regional 
Office V (Bicol) based on the 
2019 First Quarter Report of the 
DOLE Technical Support and 
Services Division.

Atty. Alvin Villamor, Regional 
Director said that it is the result 
of the dedication and efforts of 
the Single Entry Approach Desk 
Officers (SEADOs) that led to 
the settlement of 391 out of 481 
request for assistance (RFA) 
handled  from January to March 
2019.

Accounting for the biggest 
bulk of settled cases in the 
first quarter, Camarines Sur 
Provincial Field Office (PFO) 
settled 158 RFAs which led 

aiders, non-submission of work 
accident report, no policy on OSH 
programs, no safety and health 
organization and work-related 
musculoskeletal disorders.

Romero also disclosed a 
nationwide compliance rate of 
75.21 percent on OSH in 2018, 
which the DOLE and OSHC aim 
to increase through its Vision 1 
Million: Be an OSH Champion 
program.  She added that the 
program stems from the goal of 
the Philippine Development Plan 
2017-2022 to ensure safety and 
health in Philippine workplaces.

Meanwhile, the search for 
Gawad Kaligtasan at Kalusugan 
(GKK), a national award given 
by DOLE in recognition of the 
outstanding achievements of 
establishments and individuals 
in responding to the safety and 
health needs of workplaces, 
and community is now up for 
nominations.  

Engr. Concepcion Sto. Tomas, 
chief of the Safety Control Division 
of OSHC, presented the criteria 
and requirements on how to join 
in the search. For those who are 

interested, nomination forms may 
be downloaded from the OSHC 
website– www.oshc.dole.gov.ph.

The info campaign also 
included an orientation on DOLE 
D.O. 198-18 – the Implementing 
Rules and Regulations of RA 
11058 or “An Act Strengthening 
Compliance with Occupational 
Safety and Health Standards 
(OSHS) and Providing Penalties 
for Violations Thereof”.

Jemeia Mae De-Eyoy of DOLE 
12 emphasized the provisions 
of the new law on the duties of 
both workers and employees, the 
rights of workers and penalties for 
violations of the OSHS.  

Under the law, companies 
or employers who violate the 
OSH Standards may soon be 
fined a P100,000 per day of non-
compliance to the OSHS. The 
fines collected will be used for 
the conduct of OSH trainings, 
education and other programs.

The public information 
campaign was attended by more 
than 400 participants coming from 
the different provinces and cities in 
the region. –Cristopher Gamboa

to the awarding of P2,207,516 
in monetary benefits to 181 
workers. While Albay PFO has 
the highest monetary restitutions 
or awards to 127 workers in the 
amount of P2,689,614.

The report also shows 
that Sorsogon has awarded 
P1,453,029 to 75 workers; 
Camarines Norte with P982,615 
to 49 workers; Catanduanes with 
P295,289 to 21 workers; Masbate 
with P167,071 to 12 workers, 
and TSSD with P213,900 to 6 
workers.

“We were able to hit 98% 
disposition rate and 83% 
settlement rate region-wide for 
this quarter,” Villamor stressed.

He added that the average 
duration to settle RFAs last only 
for 12 days, while the average 
duration to dispose RFAs was 
computed at 12 days.

The RFA filed by the workers 
involve complaints on illegal 

dismissal, non-payment and 
underpayment of wages, non-
payment of overtime, holiday, 
night shift differential, 13th 
month and separation pays, non-
coverage to social protection 
benefits such as SSS, PhilHealth, 
and Pag-IBIG; and unauthorized 
cash bond deductions.

The aggrieved employees 
who filed RFAs came from 
various sectors in Bicol such as 
security agencies, wholesale and 
retail trading, accommodation 
and food service activities, 
construction, and education.

“We hope to sustain the 
settlement and disposition rate 
towards the end of the year. 
Above all, it is our mandate 
to promote industrial peace 
in workplaces and ensure full 
respect of labor standards and 
the fundamental principles and 
rights at work,” Villamor said. –
Johana Vi Gasga

Vision 1M, GKK roll-out in Gen San

Bicol workers get P8M 
monetary claims

ORIENTAL MINDORO – In April 2019, two registered workers’ 
associations were approved to receive DOLE livelihood 
assistance for their proposed projects.  

Women Workers Guides for Long Development (WoW 
GuLod) in Brgy. Gulod, Calapan City was awarded  P499,114 
livelihood fund for its meat processing project.  

In the 2nd district of Oriental Mindoro, the Samahang 
Mangingisda ng Banilad (SAMBA) located in Brgy. Banilad, 
Pinamalayan received P500,000 for its bakery project.  Initially, 
these associations registered a total of 61 direct beneficiaries.

DOLE MIMAROPA Regional Director, Joel Gonzales, led 
the awarding in two separate occasions.   

He expressed optimism that the two associations will 
make their respective projects profitable and sustainable.  He 
reminded them that the success of the project will be measured 
according to its objective, such as employment generation, 
income augmentation of the members and sustainability. 

RD Gonzales  handed over the check to the recipient-
associations in the presence of DOLE Oriental Mindoro 
Field Office staff headed by Engr. Juliana Ortega, association 
members and local government officials.  

“We feel indebted to DOLE for the big amount of money 
for our bakery. Rest assured that we will do our best to carry 
out and enrich our project to become more beneficial to our 
members, to our families and to the community,” Bernie 
Señorin, President of SAMBA, said.

For the said projects, the Barangay Local Government acts 
as the Accredited Co-Partner (ACP) who shall take care of the 
procurement of raw materials, tools and equipment necessary 
in the operation of a business through a bidding process. ACP 
also monitors the progress of the project on a regular basis.

Under the DOLE Integrated Livelihood Program and 
Emergency Employmenta Programs (DILEEP), DOLE provides 
livelihood assistance to self-employed workers, low-wage or 
seasonal workers and others in the informal sector to promote 
entrepreneurship and community enterprises. This contributes 
to poverty reduction and reduces the vulnerability to risks 
of the working poor, vulnerable and marginalized workers. 
–Mari-jo L. Cordova 

MIMAROPA fisher 
folks , women’s group 

get  P1M Aid

DOLE RO XII DIRECTOR. Sisino Cano discusses the salient parts of RA 11058, 11th Gawad Kaligtasan at Kalusugan, OSHC’s Vision 1 Million 
Program with the media from General Santos City.

photo by D.J. Romero

P30 wage hike for Ilocos 
workers on Labor Day
MINIMUM wage earners in 
Region 1 will enjoy higher pay 
starting April 30. Wage Board I 
Chair and DOLE-RO I Regional 
Director Nathaniel  Lacambra 
announced that the Regional 
Tripartite Wages and Productivity 
Board (RTWPB) granted up to P30 
wage increase for workers in the 
region, pegging the highest daily 
minimum wage rate at P340. 

He said Wage Order No. RB1-
20 and its implementing rules 
will be published on April 15 in 
Northern Times and will take 
effect 15 days after, or on April 30. 

The Order increased the 
minimum wages, as follows: 

1. P30 per day for workers 
receiving P310 daily in establishments 
employing 30 or more workers;

2. P25 per day for workers 
receiving P285 daily in establishments 
employing 10 to 29 workers;

3. P17 per day for workers 
receiving P265 daily in establishments 
employing less than 10 workers;

4. P17 per day for workers 
receiving P256 daily in establishments 
employing less than 10 workers 
upon effectivity of the order, and an 
additional P9 per day six months 
after the effectivity of the order;

5. P30 per day for workers 
receiving P265 daily in agriculture 
plantation enterprises, and

6. P26 per day for workers 
receiving P256 daily in agriculture 

non-plantation enterprises. 
“It was decided by the Board 

to adopt employment size in 
determining the classification of 
industries to simplify the wage 
structure,” Director Lacambra 
said. 

He said the change will 
make the administration and 
implementation of the wage order 
easier.  It was also necessary to 
conform to the provisions of 
section 4(a) of Republic Act 6727, 
or the Wage Rationalization Act, 
he added. 

“After careful review of socio-
economic conditions during 
public hearings and board 
meetings, the amounts of increase 
were determined to balance the 
needs of workers and businesses,” 
Director Lacambra told. 

Any increases higher than 
those agreed upon might lead to 
more problems in the future, he 
added. 

Wage Order No. RB1-19, the 
existing wage order, has reached 
its anniversary on January 25.  
   It fixed the minimum wage 
rate at P310 for large companies 
and commercial fishing, P285 
for medium enterprises, P265 
for small establishments and 
agricultural plantation and P256 
for micro establishments and 
agricultural non-plantation. –Arly 
Sta. Ana-Valdez



• THE GOOD NEWS •

The life-changing story 
of a small doll factory 
TALA, CALOOCAN. This place 
was known to be a no man’s land, 
as no one would dare enter or live 
in the area. It used to be a place for 
those inflicted with leprosy.

But that was a long time ago, 
before the age of computers and 
internet that made information 
easily and readily available. 

Today, Tala, Caloocan is a 
budding area or melting pot of 
people from all walks of life. 

In this place, one will find a 
group of people who are trying 
to realize their aspiration for a 
better life. Among these folks are 
the dedicated men and women 
who run the Stardolls Multi-
purpose Cooperative, a designer, 
manufacturer, and seller of dolls.

“It was very hard before since 
this place was undeveloped”, 
said Noemi Pagaragan, General 
Manager of the Cooperative. “We 
started this project way back in 
the 70’s and were assisted by the 
Carmelite nuns. The nuns taught 
us how to make dolls and showed 
us that we can be productive in our 
own way.” 

Later on, the Cooperative 
experienced hard times when the 
nuns were transferred to another 
area. The unexpected turn of events 
had the Cooperative at their lowest 
point and in the brink of closing 
their small doll factory due to low 
turn-out of orders and revenue. But 
the situation did not stop them from 
pursuing their project. “We have to 
stand on our own because we have 
to survive,” said Pagaragan.

In their quest to survive, the 
Cooperative sought the assistance 
of Caloocan City’s Public 
Employment Service Office (PESO). 
“We met  Ms. Jocelyn Yupangco of 
PESO-Caloocan in an activity held 
in the Caloocan City Hall extension. 
She was the one who facilitated our 
request for livelihood assistance 
at  DOLE CAMANAVA,” said 
Pagaragan. 

True enough, the doors of 
opportunity opened for the 
Cooperative as DOLE provided 
the needed assistance to fuel their 

undertakings. The group was 
provided fabrics that replenished 
their supplies and sewing machines 
that enabled them to double their 
production. “At least, we will no 
longer worry on stocking-up for 
the coming orders. Our supplies are 
more than enough to accommodate 
even bulk orders”, she said. 

At present, the Cooperative 
is also making  children’s books 
made of fabric. The book is craftily 
sewn in a knapsack that comes in 
different colors, attractive enough 
to make every child want to own a 
piece. The books come in different 
languages. 

If the books are attractive, one 
should also pay attention to the dolls 
they make. The three-in-one dolls, 
which are in-demand abroad, are 
the pieces to be proud of.  Characters 
from the famous fairy tales come to 
life and the only limitation is the 
children’s imagination. “These are 
also for export, we have a market 
abroad for these dolls. The patterns 
were taught to us by the nuns, 
especially the grandparents dolls,” 
she continued as she beamed 
with enthusiasm in showing the 
products. “We really owe the nuns 
our talents,” said Pagaragan. 

At present, the group is still 
composed of the old members, 
some are family members of former 
lepers while others are former 
lepers themselves. In an interview, 
Pagaragan said that there is still 
stigma in being inflicted with 
leprosy. She added that most of 
them died having the mind-set 
that they were cursed while many 
who do not understand, tend 
to shun them, believing that the 
lepers have to be segregated from 
the society as their illness is highly 
contagious and can easily spread 
like a deadly disease. “What they 
fail to understand is leprosy can 
now be cured and that the lepers are 
also humans that need to be loved 
and attended to while undergoing 
treatment for their illness,” she 
added. 

As for the group’s earnings, 
Pagaragan shared their practice of 
dividing their revenue to sustain 
their initiative.  She said, “Part of 
it will go to salary of the members 
while a portion will be allocated for 
the utilities, supplies and materials.  
As we are aware that leprosy has 
been part of our family and some 
of our members, we also manage 
to save some of our income for 
hospitalization and medicines.”   

Indeed, the group strived to 
break-out from the endless cycle of 
stigma that would have rendered 
them helpless should they opted 
to remain and wallow in their 
conditions. Instead, they fought 
harder keeping in mind   that it is  
God’s will that they learned about 
the DOLE assistance program, 
which they will forever be thankful 
for. –Ryan Roberto Delos Reyes

THE Bacarra Overseas Filipino 
Workers Association, Inc.  (BOF-
WA) was organized in 2002 and 
was registered with the Depart-
ment of Labor and Employment-
Regional Office I in 2004.   

From 43 members  in 
2004,  BOFWA has  expanded 
to  82 members of active OFWs 
struggling to find means to 
support their families.  It is 
now among DOLE RO 1’s most 
sustainable associations,  holding 
recognitions from various 
agencies such as  the 2018 Gawad 
Saka Award from the DA, 2017 
Migrant Workers’ Day, 2016 Best 
OFW Family Circle Award from 
OWWA, to name a few.   

Through a P500,000.00 start-
up capital from the DOLE-RO I,  
BOFWA ventured in sack and eco 
bag making project in 2016.  

The assistance, which is 
under the Bottom-up Budgeting, 
consisted of three sewing 
machines, two units of bag closer, 
raw materials, electric fans, 
working tables and other needed 
tools. 

Majority of the members 
have undergone skills trainings 
on industrial sewing machine 
operations, dress making, 
tailoring, welding and metal 

fabrication and wiring installation 
while others have trained on 
entrepreneurial competency and 
business management, silkscreen 
printing and capacity building 
under the Sustainable Livelihood 
Framework.  

The members produce around 
60,000 sacks annually priced 
at  P10 each.  Aside from sacks,  
BOFWA also makes eco bags, 
umbrella cases, purses, pouches 
and bottle holders.  Their profits 
from these additional products 
range from P4 to P10 each. 

Since Bacarra and its 
neighboring municipalities 

From sack to bigger opportunities:

OFW group start up thrives via DOLE aid

EML Labor Day gift for Pinay workers, families . . .   
The expanded maternity leave 

law is an acknowledgement of 
women’s sacrifices and hardships 
to balance their careers with family 
life.  Its full implementation is a call 
against gender bias at work where 
women are not discriminated for 
wanting to be parents.

Bello stressed that the EML  is 

a remarkable achievement in the 
world of work that will pave way 
for more women contributing to 
the economy.  “I think this  will 
be the best gift that we can give to  
Filipino  mothers and their families 
on labor day”, said Bello.   

The first expanded maternity 
leave was introduced in Congress 

almost eleven years ago.  Several 
groups and individuals lobbied for 
women to enjoy expanded leaves 
and various versions of the bill 
were made.  After ten years and 
three presidents, the 105 EML law 
was finally enacted last February 
2019.

AN OFW truck driver in Saudi 
Arabia who was found out to 
be constructively dismissed was 
granted with 21-month salary 
upon the decision issued by the 
Labor Arbiter.

The complainant-OFW 
applied and was hired as General 
Electrician for its foreign principal 
in Saudi Arabia. However, he 
was required to work as a Trailer 
Truck Driver. 

Accordingly, the OFW  
resigned due to the unsafe working 
conditions as he was driving an 
old truck with busted air condition 
unit, headlight, and worn out 
tires. It was ruled out however,  
that the driver had not voluntarily 
resigned but was rather forced 
by the circumstances,  including 
that  the respondent recruitment 

agency  did not issue him a 
residence permit (Iqama) for three  
months due to the discrepancy on 
the declared job position in POEA 
and the actual work he performed. 
Without Iqama, a Filipino worker  
could not legally work in Saudi 
Arabia. 

As prescribed for in Article 34 
of the Labor Code, as amended,  
it shall be unlawful for any 
individual, entity, licensee, or 
holder of authority to substitute 
or alter employment contracts 
approved and verified by the 
Department of Labor from the 
time of actual signing thereof by 
the parties up to and including 
the period of expiration of the 
same without the approval of 
the Department of Labor and 
Employment.

OFW denied of residence 
receives 21-month salary 

The decision resolved that the 
respondent’s recruitment agency 
and the international industrial 
company,  are jointly and severally 
liable to pay the  OFW  for the 
unexpired portion of his  contract 
in the amount of SAR 39,375 or its 
Philippine Peso equivalent at the 
time of payment.

The NLRC Labor Arbiter has 
exclusive jurisdiction over illegal 
dismissal, money claims, and 
other demands arising from both 
local and overseas employee-
employer relationship, among 
others.

If no appeal is filed, the decision 
or order of the Labor Arbiter 
becomes final and executory after 
ten (10) calendar days from receipt 
of the Order. –KMS Bautista with 
reports from Josephine Gallenero

are agriculture-based, farmers, 
traders, and millers need an 
average of 500 thousand sacks 
annually.  The lack of producers 
of sacks in the province was an 
opportunity for the association to 
easily establish markets for their 
products. 

 “We are now earning the 
benefits of the project in terms of 
our association’s growth and the 
creation of jobs in our community.  
But most importantly, it is helping 
us meet our families’ needs,”   
BOFWA President,  Flordeliza 
Aceret  said. – Arly Santa Ana-
Valdez  

Stardolls Multi-Purpose Cooperative. Noemi Pagaragan, General Manager of Stardolls 
Multi-purpose cooperative showcases their 3-in-one dolls and educational books made of 
fabric as she shares her inspiring story. 

OFW association achieves sustainability through DOLE aid. Bacarra Overseas Filipino Workers Association, Inc.  (BOFWA)  officers 
led by Vice-President Vilma Decratales receive the equipment and tools worth P500 thousand from Teresa Bonavente, former Head of 
the DOLE-Ilocos Norte Field Office (3rd from right), to assist them in transitioning their project into a more sustainable enterprise. Also 
in photo are Dr. Clemente Galiza, Bacarra PESO Manager (rightmost); Janelyn Martin, DOLE-INFO Livelihood Program Focal (2nd from 
right); SB member Jonathan Ramit (4th from right), and Engr. Camilo Eda, MPDO (5th from right). 
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